
 

 
 

 

DRAGON’S FORTUNE BONUS PROMOTION 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS (“TERMS”) CAREFULLY BEFORE 
PARTICIPATING IN THE DRAGON’S FORTUNE BONUS PROMOTION (“PROMOTION”). 
PARTICIPATION CONSTITUTES YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS. THESE TERMS SHOULD 
BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE TERMS & CONDITIONS ON INVESTMENT SERVICES AND 
OUR PRIVACY POLICY. 
 
If you have any questions about these Terms or on how the Promotion works, please feel free 
to contact us anytime. 
 
1. PROMOTION OVERVIEW 

The Promotion is organised by AXIORY GLOBAL LTD and TRADIT LTD (together hereinafter 
referred to as “AXIORY”) and will run from 02nd January 2024 00:00 GMT+9 until 29th March 
2024 23:59 GMT+9, giving you the opportunity to repeatedly earn credit up to maximum 220 
USD across your live trading account(s). Then after fulfilling certain conditions in terms of 
traded volume, this credit can be converted into your balance and therefore become 
withdrawable, subject to these Terms. Additionally, after fulfilling certain checkpoints and 
actions, you will become eligible to enter a lottery draw with a chance to win 33,333 USD, 
subject to these Terms.  
 
2. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

The Promotion is open to all clients aged 18 years or over who: 
▪ Have registered a live AXIORY trading account by providing the necessary identification 

documentation; 

▪ Are eligible to trade as per AXIORY’s onboarding Client Agreements; and 

▪ Have agreed to these Terms. 

This Promotion does not apply to clients who trade only on the Alpha account.  

3. PROMOTION RULES 

3.1 The period when eligible clients may claim their credit in accordance these Terms shall be 

from 02nd January 2024 00:00 GMT+9 until 29th March 2024 23:59 GMT+9. 

3.2 The Promotion will be convertible from 02nd January 2024 00:00 GMT+9 until 29th March 

2024 GMT+9. 

3.3 The winner of the lottery draw will be announced by 05th April 2024. 

3.4 The Promotion will expire (removed from the account) on 31 May 2024 23:30 GMT+9. 

3.5 The Promotion is non-withdrawable unless a certain number of lots are traded in 

accordance with the following tiers (“checkpoints”) illustrated on the table below (not 

applicable to Stock CFDs, Stocks and ETFs): 
Volume Traded Cashback Sum 

(USD)* 

Cumulative 

Cashback per 

Closed lots 

Lottery Tickets 

Awarded** 

0-4.99 lots - USD - USD - 

5-9.99 lots 5 USD 5 USD 0 



 

 
 

 

10-19.99 lots 20 USD 25 USD 1 

20-29.99 lots 40 USD  65 USD 1 

30-69.99 lots 65 USD 130 USD 2 

70-109.99 lots 30 USD 160 USD 2 

110-149.99 lots 30 USD 190 USD 2 

150 lots 30 USD 220 USD 2 

* Maximum cumulative credit cannot exceed 5,000 USD 

**Win extra lottery tickets by sharing a post or video on Social Media [X (formerly Twitter) and Facebook = 1 

extra lottery ticket for each; and YouTube and TikTok = 2 extra lottery tickets for each. NOTE: If you publish 

posts and videos in all aforementioned Social Media platforms, you will be eligible to receive maximum of 6 

extra lottery tickets) 

3.6 For purposes of becoming eligible to enter the lottery draw and earn additional lottery 

tickets by sharing a post or video on Social Media, you will be required to use specific 

hashtags chosen by AXIORY and include URL link to dedicated campaign webpage on 

AXIORY’s website in the post.  

3.7 The maximum number of lottery tickets for fulfilling respective tiers and sharing post or 

video on Social Media is 20 in total [10 for fulfilling respective tiers, 6 for Social Media 

posts, and 4 for posts with the most views on the respective Social Media platforms (1 

ticket per post – X (formerly Twitter), Facebook, Youtube and TikTok)]. 

3.8 Winners of the lottery draw shall be selected randomly via an algorithm. The total amount 

of the lottery is 33,333 USD and the total number of potential winners is 33. The prizes are 

as follows (withdrawable): 

1st place: 20,000 USD (one potential winner) 

2nd place: 6,666.67 USD (one potential winner) 

3rd place: 2,000 USD (one potential winner) 

4th place: 666.67 USD (one potential winner) 

5th place: 266.67 USD (one potential winner) 

6th – 33th place: 133.33 USD (28 potential winners) 

3.9 The selection via an algorithm will be performed retrospectively at the end of the 

campaign (29th March 2024 23:59 GMT+9) and in order to remain eligible for the lottery 

win, the posts on Social Media must not be deleted and must be accessible until the 

winners are announced by 05th April 2024.  

3.10 The lottery winners will be drawn per prize and we won’t do move-up lottery but we will 

re-do the selection from all the participants (all lottery tickets) in case the winner chosen 

by the algorithm is not eligible or declines the reward. 

3.11 The Promotion may be combined with any other credit or cashback received on trading 

volume which AXIORY may offer from time to time.  

3.12 The Promotion is available on a per-client basis (not on a per-account basis), regardless of 

the number of accounts held with AXIORY. 

3.13 There is no minimum deposit requirement for the Promotion.  

3.14 The credit that can be generated is cumulative and perpetual, in accordance with the 

following examples: 

Example 1: perpetual credit 
1. Client deposits 300 USD and receives 220 USD credit. 
2. Client trades and loses 20 USD of the credit. Client has now 200 USD credit. 



 

 
 

 

3. Client deposits 100 USD and receives 20 USD credit. Client has now 220 USD credit. 
Example 2: credit not deducted during conversion to balance 
1. Client deposits 300 USD and receives 220 USD credit. 
2. Client opens a position, trades 10 lots and converts 25 USD to balance. After closing 

the trade, the balance is still ≥ 0, NBP (Negative Balance Protection) is not triggered 
and the client still has 220 USD credit after the conversion. 

3. Client deposits100 USD and does not receive any credit as the client is still on 
maximum 220 USD.  

Example 3: partial credit conversion 
1. Client deposits 5 USD and receives 5 USD credit. 
2. Client loses 2.5 USD credit by trading. 
3. Client trades 10 lots, reaching 2nd conversion checkpoint and becoming eligible for a 

credit conversion of 25 USD (as per the conversion checkpoints table). 
4. Client’s current credit amount is 2.5 USD.  
5. As the client deposited only 5 USD so far (and generated only 5 USD credit), only 5 USD 

can be converted at this point. Client therefore receives 5 USD balance. 
6. Client will need to make a subsequent deposit to be eligible to convert the remaining 

20 USD for the completed checkpoints. 
Example 4: ex post credit conversion 
1. Client deposits 200 USD and receives 200 USD credit. 
2. Client trades 150 lots and 200 USD is added as credit. 

▪ Client completed trading volume condition for all 7 conversion checkpoints 
▪ Checkpoints 1-6 are fully converted, and checkpoint 7 is partially converted (10 

USD converted, and20 USD not converted) 
3. Client deposits 100 USD, and 20 USD is added as credit. 

▪ As client has already completed the trading condition, the unconverted 
available credit is immediately converted, i.e., the rest of checkpoint 7. 

▪ Client is not able to convert any more credit as the maximum was reached.  
 

1. Client deposits 200 USD and receives 200 USD credit. 
2. Client trades 150 lots, 200 USD is added as credit. 

▪ Client completed trading volume condition for all 7 conversion checkpoints 
▪ Checkpoints 1-6 are converted fully, checkpoint 7 is partially converted (10 USD 

converted, and 20 USD not converted) 
3. Client deposits 10 USD, 10 USD  is added as credit. 

▪ As client already completed the trading condition, the unconverted available 
credit is immediately converted 

4. Client deposits 100 USD, 10 USD  is added as credit. 
▪ As client already completed the trading condition, the unconverted available 

credit is immediately converted 
▪ Client is not able to convert any more credit as the maximum was reached.  

3.15 You will be able to transfer funds from another account held with AXIORY into the account 
that has been awarded with the Promotion (incoming internal transfer). However, if you 
transfer funds from the account awarded with the Promotion into another account held 
with AXIORY (outgoing internal transfer), the Promotion will be proportionally moved and 
alternatively removed as per the example provided in paragraph 3.16 below.  



 

 
 

 

3.16 If you place a withdrawal request, the Promotion will be removed from your trading 

account as per the examples below: 

Example 1: 

Balance = 700 USD 

Credit = 350 USD (50%) 

Equity = 1,050 USD 

If you place a withdrawal request of 70 USD, this will be 10% of the balance and 10% of 

the credit will be removed (i.e., 35 USD). Therefore, your balance will come down to 630 

USD and your credit will come down to 315 USD.  

If you place a withdrawal request of 350 USD, this will be 50% of your balance and 50% of 

the credit will be removed (i.e., 175 USD). Therefore, your balance will come down to 350 

USD and your credit will come down to 175 USD. 

Example 2: 

Balance = 1,400 USD (includes 700 USD Profits) 

Credit = 350 USD 

Equity = 1,750 USD 

If you place a withdrawal request of 700 USD, this will be 50% of your balance and 50% of 

the credit will be removed (i.e., 350 USD). Therefore, your balance will come down to 700 

USD and your credit will come down to 175 USD. 

3.17 Any profit earned via trading with the Promotion can be kept and withdrawn in accordance 

with AXIORY’s withdrawal of funds procedure. Withdrawal fees apply. 

3.18 You acknowledge that any indication or suspicion of any form of abuse, fraud, 

manipulation, in AXIORY’s reasonable discretion, may lead to such account’s 

disqualification from participation in the Promotion. 

3.19 AXIORY will not be liable for any adverse effects where an account has open positions or 

floating profit/loss which results in the Promotion being removed for any reason. 

 
4. GENERAL TERMS 

4.1 AXIORY reserves the right to decline registration of any participant in the Promotion 

and/or disqualify any participant from the Promotion who violates or abuses these Terms 

or AXIORY’s Terms of Business, and where necessary: 

(a) withhold, cancel and/or subtract credit from your account(s); 

(b) terminate your agreement with AXIORY and your access to AXIORY’s services; 

(c) block your account(s) due to abusive behaviour, including but not limited to: 

(i) when you, acting by yourself or with others, open trading position(s) which have 

the purpose or effect of extracting the credit provided and/or profits generated by 

the Promotion, without exposure to economic risk, including without limitation, 

loss of the Promotion or your capital (or capital of others); 

(ii) where you, acting by yourself or with others, hedge your positions, including 

without limitation, holding open position(s) in one direction, including by way of 

illustration only, single or correlated currencies, at given periods, internally (using 

other accounts held with AXIORY) or externally (using other trading accounts held 

with other brokers). 



 

 
 

 

4.2 AXIORY will not be liable for any adverse effects where an account has open positions or 

floating profit/loss which results in the Promotion being removed for any reason.  

4.3 AXIORY reserves the right to cancel or amend the Promotion and these Terms without 

prior notice. Any changes to the Promotion will be notified to participants as soon as 

possible. Under no circumstances shall AXIORY be liable for any consequences of any 

alteration, amendment, suspension, cancelation or termination of the Promotion.  

4.4 By participation in the Promotion, each participant declares and consents to the 

processing of his/her personal data collected and used by AXIORY to process them through 

automated and/or non-automated means. The personal data of the participants will be 

retained and used in accordance with AXIORY’s Privacy Policy.  

4.5 AXIORY cannot accept any responsibility for any damage, loss, injury or disappointment 

suffered by any participant entering the Promotion or as a result of accepting the 

Promotion.  

4.6 AXIORY is not responsible for any problems or technical malfunction of any telephone 

network or lines, computer online systems, servers, or providers, computer equipment or 

software, failure of any email or entry to be received on account of technical problems or 

traffic congestion on the internet, telephone lines or at any website, or any combination 

thereof, including any injury or damage to participants or any other person’s computer or 

mobile telephone related to or resulting from participation in the Promotion.  

4.7 AXIORY will not accept any responsibility for the damage, loss, injury or disappointment 

suffered by any participant of the Promotion. 

4.8 The present Terms will be governed by the laws of Belize and any disputes will be subject 

to the exclusive jurisdiction of Belize.  

4.9 Notwithstanding the translated language of these Terms, the English wording shall be 

binding in the event of discrepancy between the two languages. 

4.10 This Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with 

any Social Media platform.  


